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Kiosk 1: Listening and listeners
Can we talk about RL listeners as a community? Certainly many had similar ages, educations, marital status and interests. The only barrier being their
dispersion across Poland. From the Baltic Sea to the
Tatra Mountains, Radio Luxembourg connected people from various parts of the country. Just as today
one web community can consist of people from all
across the world.
“Radio Luxembourg somehow reached Poland with
quite a decent signal. I thought decent quality as the
conditions in which one could catch a melody or even
hear an announcement amongst the humming,
screeching and whistling. Apart from this, Luxembourg broadcasted on medium wave (208 metres) as
well as short wave (49.6 metres). This was a cornucopia of music, which I had hitherto only dreamed
of. It was not only the difference in musical repertoire
which was astounding but also the way the programmes were presented which was modelled on
American stations. If someone was used to the static
and unhurried tone and rhythm of Polskie Radio, then
the first contact with Luxembourg was completely shocking (...) I sat next to the radio
set with my head nearly stuck to the speakers and absorbed everything. Songs, titles,
information about performers, records, language, all the news – even scraps of it. The
culmination of my nights with Luxembourg was the ‘Top Twenty’, the twenty most
popular songs of the week. It was presented by Barry Alldis, an Australian gifted
with a fantastic, slightly nasal voice.”
Wojciech Mann, music journalist (RockMann 2010, p. 34)
“The crazy sixties in PRL6? For people born like me several years after the war, a window onto the world and a ticket to a free world was provided by the radio – both
news and music. The previous decade had been ruled by jazz and then rock ‘n’ roll. In
my decade pop appeared – although back then that was not how we would have
called the creatively simple but melodically beautiful compositions of the Beatles,
Stones, Animals, Yardbirds... From spring 1957 we listened to Radiostacja Harcerska,
broadcasting – at the amateur wave of 40 m – from the building of the Warsaw YMCA;
whoever had at least an average radio set and a few metres of spiral wire could
also catch, on medium wave – obviously – Radio Luxembourg! ‘208, Your Station
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of the Stars’ – the advertising slogan reminded you about the frequency, carefully selected by the radio technicians so that the signal bounced back from the ionosphere and
obtained the widest possible range.”
Prof. Tadeusz Cegielski,
Dean of the Faculty of History of the University of Warsaw
“[Radio Luxembourg] was listened to by many people in the 60s, I mean teenagers
and students in cities, predominantly the wealthier ones, because you needed
a decent radio set … For them Radio Luxembourg was a window onto the world …”
Prof. Jerzy Eisler,
Director, Institute of National Remembrance Branch in Warsaw
“Virtually everyone in Poland listened to it; it spread at an amazing pace. (...) This
kind of music quickly poured into Poland thanks to Radio Luxembourg. We listened to
it as high school students and then university students …”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“[Radio Luxembourg] was listened to by brave people. If I asked you today who listens
to punk music, you would generally say that these are ‘untamed’ people. Manifesting
something, yearning for something, something new.’’
Jerzy Gluziński, listener from Warsaw
“I spent my childhood in an orphanage. There were quite a lot of kids there and it was
difficult to get access to a radio set but we did have this DIY enthusiast who put together a radio set. One of the famous stations then was Radio Luxembourg mainly because they played heaps of music, not only foreign, but also music which they were
the first to play.”
Roman Kostrzewski, rock musician
“I remember listening to it regularly on Saturday evenings when they played a lot of
popular music which gave some idea of what was happening in the world. I also remember the characteristic voice of the presenter saying ‘Radio Luxembourg’ and this
was repeated all the time. That’s the first time I heard the Beatles and felt a complete
fascination and excitement.”
Listener from Gorzów
“This radio station was a kind of musical window onto the world, where you could
listen to music, hear about what was happening around the place, discover new
trends, and also chat to one another. Later, in the 70s, Radio Luxembourg slightly
lost its sparkle, because Poland started selling foreign records on its own which were
produced on the basis of foreign licences.”
Listener from Chełm
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“It was definitely a radio for young people, a breeze of fresh air, something quite
different from what we were surrounded by. It was a revelation to know that young
people in the world were having fun, being happy and here we struggled with everything in order to have the same thing they had at their fingertips.”
Listener from Pruszków
“Also, the lyrics of these songs, ‘California’ and so on, by referring to specific places in
the world made this world more real in our consciousness. It was therefore a type of
link, in the consciousness of my generation this was quite significant, let’s not exaggerate, but it really was one of the few bonds which connected us to the outside
world.”
Listener from Warsaw
“Here [in the PRL] we had... a lot of spare time I guess I would call it... It wasn’t colourful, it was grey and the predominant colour was red. Over there was a different
world, whereas here we could only listen to Radio Luxembourg.”
Roman Gradek, IT specialist
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Kiosk 2: Difficult reception
Listeners to Radio Luxembourg faced problems with
the communication channel, both in terms of technology and linguistics. The imperfection of contemporary radio sets and the huge distances from the
transmitter forced listeners to fight night-time battles
for reception. Overcoming barriers and non-trivial
problem solutions, i.e. ingenuity, were essential features of citizens of People’s Republic of Poland.
“As a teenager I listened to Radio Luxembourg although ‘listened to’ may be a slight overstatement as
even catching Radio Luxembourg was a challenge
in itself. Therefore we often marched around the
room with our friends, the radio set in hand, trying to
find the spot with the best reception. And if it turned
out that it was a place other than the one in which
the radio was connected, we had to move everything
and reconnect the cable. And on the radio tuning
scale which I had was written ‘Luxembourg’. I clearly
remember these letters and the long name. Still, we
had to search for the station anywhere on the dial,
because the next day it wasn’t always possible to
catch it the first time round.”
Jolanta Kwaśniewska,
Former First Lady of the Republic of Poland
“We were completely uninterested in the ‘buzzing, whistling, humming’, from amongst
which determined citizens tried to separate the voice of Radio Free Europe coming
from Munich, the less heavily jammed Voice of America seducing with jazz and the
professional, extremely friendly voice of Willis Conover. But it was just the ‘Jazz Hour’
with jazz. Radio Luxembourg was beating competition from the start, because
from the beginning of the 60s it played music everyday – and what music it was!
(...) In the evening after 7pm there were interesting musical broadcasts, interviews
with the stars (a chance to practice our very basic English), on Saturdays at 11pm the
music charts programme, an obligatory part of every party and social meeting
within the age group of 15 to 25 years – Top Twenty – presented by Pete Murray. I listened to these charts regularly from the spring of 1966 when I started getting
ready for my high school exams. After my exams, at the end of May I started reading
Sztuka Cenniejsza niż Złoto (Art is More Precious than Gold) by Jan Białostocki. (...)
I studied it during hot summer nights, outside, with a lamp placed on the windowsill.
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Next to the lamp there was a portable ‘Guliwer’ radio with a 1-metre-long antenna;
a packet of ‘Carmen’ cigarettes within easy reach (seven złoty per packet) and an ashtray. And during the May-June Top Twenty my absolutely favourite – until this
day – pop hits like No Milk Today (‘My love has gone away...’) by Herman’s Hermits and Bus Stop by The Hollies (‘Bus stop, wet day, she’s there, I say please
share my umbrella’). (...) Back in those days broadcasts of Radio Luxembourg ended
– as God intended – exactly at midnight. It’s High Midnight – said the presenter, and
then he played the record with the national anthem. However, before God Save the
Queen finished, the smooth voice of the presenter would say: Good Night and God
bless! Sometimes he added: and sweet dreams! I didn’t go to sleep at midnight and
I didn’t really believe in the good God watching over us here behind the Iron Curtain.
But the seductive voice of the presenter made me hope that maybe one day the eye of
providence would graciously look at me, at us, and then I would light my Carmen and
return to reading Sztuka Cenniejsza niż Złoto.”
Prof. Tadeusz Cegielski,
Dean of the Faculty of History, University of Warsaw
“Music, practically since childhood, has been one of the most important parts of my life.
One day in the spring of 1969 or 1970 one of my friends told me about Radio Luxembourg and soon after the songs of British and American blues and rock musicians,
hardly ever played on the Polskie Radio, surrounded me daily. I still remember the atmosphere of anticipation before the evening and late-night music programmes,
and the struggle to get a good reception on the short waves. Radio Luxembourg,
the Beatles, Christie, the Moody Blues, John Fogerty and his Creedence Clearwater Revival, and many other artists still play music in my mind and whose music takes me
back into a world of memories”.
Prof. Jerzy Miziołek,
Director, Museum of the University of Warsaw
“I had a big radio set with an illuminated tuning scale which displayed the names of
many cities including Luxembourg. The loudspeaker was covered with a type of canvas, because the radio was built into a case, I remember perfectly the green light.
But I can’t remember what kind of radio it was”.
Listener from Gorzów
“It was a Swedish radio ‘Aga’. And it was a nice case made of light coloured wood, the
loudspeaker was covered with canvas. And the tuning scale was printed on the
glass and the names of places were written in illuminated letters, there were
dozens of them including Luxembourg. If you turned the knob then you got a general idea that that’s where the sound was coming from.”
Listener from Łowicz
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“Radio Luxembourg was broadcasted on both medium and short wave, but at night
you could definitely receive it better on the medium one. During the day you couldn’t
hear the medium wavelength at all, only the short one. I had marked these areas on
the scale and that’s where I searched for Radio Luxembourg. And this whole atmosphere of listening to it... you’re on these waves and then there’s a ’beep, beep’
and noises, and the sets which had this magical eye, which indicated whether the
station was tuned or not: whether you reached the optimum or whether it’s detuning. And we listened to it amongst the buzzing and humming like Radio Free Europe.
So in that sense it was a bit like listening to something which isn’t officially permissible. I always listened to Radio Luxembourg whenever I could. The charts are something
I remember very well, because first of all the charts were on in England at 11pm. Due
to the time difference it was midnight here. So I had to listen to the charts in the middle of the night. My family would go to sleep and I would listen to the radio without
their permission so they wouldn’t chase me [off to bed].”
Witold Sikorski, Lecturer, Warsaw Institute of Technology
“Throughout Poland it was impossible to hear something well enough to record
it on a tape recorder. You could only listen in, get an idea of what was going on, hear
the names of performers and titles of songs (...). Therefore it was primarily a source
of information. You definitely couldn’t dance to this radio, you could only listen.
Through the rattle and tuning and detuning of the signal you could understand certain
things, but at parties we only listened to records.”
Listener from Gdynia
“Radio Luxembourg was something completely different to listen to. First of all you
had to find it. And in order for Radio Luxembourg to be received at all it had to
be dark. During the day the range of medium waves didn’t allow for this. It was also
quite far away from us, so I made a special antenna, which went about 20–30 meters out of the window. This was done especially for this radio, so we could listen and
get a decent signal. Back in those days radio sounded completely different and you
have no idea what it was like on short wave.”
Jerzy Gluziński, listener from Warsaw
“[In order to catch] Luxembourg, you had to have a cable connected to the radio
and preferably to a radiator as a huge aerial, and that was when you received the
signal, otherwise you kept losing it. In those days we had nothing to do so everybody
stayed at home,with the cable at the radiator, on medium wave... and that was it.”
Irek Loth, rock musician
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Kiosk 3: From radio to class
Knowing the newest charts of Radio Luxembourg was
an indicator of the ability to “stay abreast”. Information about the “Top Twenty” was so significant that
they were noted in special notepads and attached to
school news boards. Noting the titles of songs and
names of performers was a difficult task and was
a good motivation to learn English.
“It became a kind of frenzy and today I recall with
a kind of embarrassment behaving like a schoolgirl,
writing in my notebook whatever I managed to
hear, that is, the names of bands and presenters who
for me were maybe not half-gods but they were the
people who had this fantastic music at their fingertips and we were fighting to get it.”
Wojciech Mann, music journalist
“Like most of my friends I kept a notebook with the
Radio Luxembourg charts and I paid a lot of attention to the songs on the charts and their movements,
just like today we observe the movements of the stock
exchange.”
Wojciech Mann,
music journalist (RockMann 2010, p. 34)
“I was the editor of the school newspaper and I knew English well so I did the
overview of Radio Luxembourg, its music charts. I wrote down all the titles from
the charts, what was new, the rankings and so forth. Then at 5am I would sit at the
typewriter, I would type it all up and on Monday we had it in the newspaper. Our
school was best informed in terms of Radio Luxembourg news.”
Witold Sikorski, lecturer, Warsaw Institute of Technology
“Writing down these songs was an integral part of listening. We had these notebooks and everybody from that time remembers how they noted ranks in the
charts or, though you couldn’t hear it very well, the title of the song or a performer.
Initially our entire knowledge of music came from Radio Luxembourg and I can easily say that it was thanks to Radio Luxembourg and this Anglo-Saxon music that
I learned English. But it wasn’t only me, also Andrzej Olechowski: the former Minister of Foreign Affairs, economist and banker and the same goes for Wojtek Mann. We
all wanted to understand what they were saying to us, what they were singing, what
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the DJ was talking about, it was very interesting. And it was such a motivation,
I learned English very fast. At school I was learning French, so I only heard English
when listening to music, the radio and writing everything down. (...) We were competing with one another for who was better at writing down the lyrics and we
became experts. I remember Mann and Olechowski had lessons with a private English teacher and begged him to write down the lyrics to Presley’s ‘Blue Suede Shoes’
or something, but the teacher couldn’t do it because he couldn’t hear all of it and had
no idea what the song was about. And they stayed focused on it and listened to the
record so many times, until they wrote it all down, even though the teacher had told
them before it was an impossible task. But they did and it was amazing, we dedicated
so much energy to it and it was such an important thing for us, this music.”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“I didn’t know English very well back in those days and I have to admit that I often
taught myself the language from the songs. At that time, my foreign language was
German but I really wanted to know what the Beatles and Rolling Stones were singing
about, as well as other bands and performers.”
Jolanta Kwaśniewska, Former First Lady of the Republic of Poland
“Learning English is a completely separate issue. My mother was adamant that I had
to learn English. I really didn’t want to because to me it made no sense. The chances
for travelling were non-existent and the idea of it being a ‘window onto the world’ (...)
didn’t really persuade me either. Everything that remained to be read was in Polish so
it was pointless. But then, once I was forced, Radio Luxembourg and this music became the incentive, in the end it became the reason to learn. In my case this was
a key life decision because if I hadn’t learnt English I don’t know where I would
be today. I think learning English was the most important decision I’ve made in my
life.”
Andrzej Olechowski, economist, former Minister of Foreign Affairs
“The charts – it was a special day of the week and we all polished our poor English
by listening to it. Of course, we wrote down the titles of songs and I think this was
the biggest adventure, as we listened with anticipation, trying to overcome the
whistling, the screeches, because these weren’t the most optimal conditions for listening to music. (...) This was also an incentive to become more interested in English.
I attended the language courses at the Methodists’, at Zbawiciela Square. I was convinced that I didn’t really need it in my life but then when I went to England I suddenly realized on the tube that I could understand the people around me. And it
all sort of became nicely connected, listening to Radio Luxembourg and the
Methodists.”
Marek Dutkiewicz, music journalist, author of lyrics
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“I remember for example in 1967 I had a problem because sometimes I heard a new
band or song and I didn’t know how to write it down. I remember the band Procol Harum, it was a band from nowhere, it was completely unknown then but on the
charts of Radio Luxembourg it jumped straight into the second place. (...) Later on
when I was writing it down, I think I made a mistake writing their name, though now
I can’t remember!”
Witold Sikorski, lecturer, Warsaw Institute of Technology
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Kiosk 4: Music of one’s own
The achievements of civilisation take away the joy of
achieving something extraordinary. Music downloaded in huge amounts from the Internet appears
and disappears just as quickly. For our respondents,
contact with music was a discovery and the achievement of something new. Overcoming barriers added
taste, increased the joy and gave them prestige in
peer groups. Owning an original record... now that
was something!
“Buying a record was a luxury and something unachievable. You could only ask someone to buy it for
you if they went abroad and they brought a record
with foreign music to Poland.”
Jolanta Kwaśniewska,
Former First Lady of the Republic of Poland
“Foreign records were unavailable! They were
imported to Poland only through private channels
and sold in very peculiar places, generally in antique
stores at horrific prices. There were places which still
exist today but they no longer sell records, for example ‘Fotoplastykon’ on Jerozolimskie Avenue. I remember when I bought The Beatles’
record there, a walk to Marszałkowska street which usually took 5 minutes that time
took half an hour, because about 20 people asked me on the way where in the world
I bought it, which resulted from the fact that I was probably the only person in the city
who had this record. And in such circumstances Radio Luxembourg was really an
opening onto other music.”
Marek Dutkiewicz, music journalist, author of lyrics
“We were in a better position than the rest of the country, because the Tricity area had
a huge amount of people who sailed abroad and brought back records with
them. (...) Records would cost tens of dollars abroad, whereas the foreign currency allowance for people sailing on ships was between 90 cents and 1 dollar for every day
of sailing. This kind of record could cost even 20 dollars sometimes, so by buying this
kind of gift for someone they were literally spending an entire month’s worth of foreign currency allowances. Many people would take things out of Poland, sell them
abroad and get currency for this, though it was illegal.”
Listener from Gdynia
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“Sailors were only in the Tricity and there Marek Tarnowski, Janusz Popławski who
were musicians who grew up in the Tricity made use of sailors there. On the other
hand we used sports people and people who flew abroad on planes. Sometimes
someone’s father would work in some foreign trade centre and he would bring
records, which we would borrow like valuable relics for a few hours, to re-record or,
even more important – write down the information from the cover. Information on
records, not only the titles, but also information about the bands. In the West,
meaning America, they seemed to somehow know that we waited for this because
the descriptions grew longer and more interesting!”
Marek Gaszyński, music journalist
“From the Radio we knew that a certain song existed and if we had relations abroad
(I had an uncle in America and Wojtek Mann had someone in London) then we would
ask them to send us the records. Once they got here, they were a treasure! It’s hard
to describe what it meant to receive a package from the USA and be able to take
out a new record from it... First I would look at it for a while and only then open it. Unlike the music from the radio, you could listen to a record over and over again! (...) And
these records were such a thing to show off, when you got a new one, they were
black, visible, big, so it was very cool to put it under your arm and go for a walk
down the ‘track’, which we called the area from Nowy Świat to Krakowskie Przedmieście, that’s where we went for walks with our new records under our arms and our
friends would see that we had something new, the Beatles or Stones. (...) Well, a person felt like coming from a different world, kind of better, ‘look, I have a record’.
We also weren’t very keen to lend them to friends for re-recording because they could
damage them. And later when we started appearing on the radio, we had this slogan,
which I think Kaczkowski forged, that said ‘only he who owns a record can work in
radio’.”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“I have to say that the contrast between grey Poland and what it was sometimes possible to achieve, created huge emotions connected with these records. For us a record,
its smell, opening it, knowing how to turn it on, learning off by heart everything
that was written on it, remembering photos, admiring the design of this record, cleaning it so that it would not be damaged by dust, was a ritual that was amazing. When
I got a record which no one else had, I was the most important person for around
a month and everyone welcomed me like a star! That’s why I started working in the
radio, because I had a record.”
Wojciech Mann, music journalist
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Kiosk 5: The ‘Pops Fun Club’
and the “New Musical Express”
The Warsaw fan club of foreign popular music „Pops
Fun Club” (PFC) was the only association of this kind
officially operating in the PRL. The PFC community focussed attention on exchanging music and information, provided, among other, by the British music
magazine “New Musical Express” available in the
club. The directors of the club inspired the invitation
of top, contemporary bands to Poland.
“One day, we decided to formalise our musical interests. This is how the idea of the club was born,
with quite unspecified but musically connected
goals (...) Therefore with Andrzej [Olechowski] we
devised a club, with a very politically incorrect –
because it was English – name of Pops Fun Club.”
The authorities of the Warsaw Music Society captivated by our love for the arts, gave us access to a hall
in one of the basements at Nowy Świat street. (...) Information about the existence of the club circulated very quickly by word of mouth and before
long we had a large crowd of rock ‘n’ roll music
lovers at our meetings. We had real records on our tables as well as the contemporary bible of all Warsaw music fans, the English weekly ‘New Musical Express’. The atmosphere there was really fantastic.”
Wojciech Mann, music journalist (RockMann 2010, p. 41, 43)
“We had our own club at Nowy Świat street, the Pops Fun Club, created by Wojtek
Mann and Andrzej Olechowski and they got permission from the Warsaw Music Society that we could gather there. We would meet there, exchange records, someone
played the guitar or talked about what they read in a copy of ‘New Musical Express’. If someone got it from London, it was read over and over again. Not everyone knew English so we translated. (...) This also gave rise to concerts of English
groups during the 1960s, in the Kongresowa Hall, because we knew these bands.
I’m not talking about The Beatles or The Rolling Stones but smaller ones like Billy J.
Kramer, The Animals or The Hollies. The way it happened was that the then manager
of Pagart, which was the only institution that could invite performers to Poland was a
very wise man called Władysław Jakubowski. He heard about our Club in Nowy Świat
because someone told him that’s where young people met, listened to records and to
these new artists, who Jakubowski hadn’t even heard of because these were still
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the 60s. He then invited Wojciech Mann and Andrzej Olechowski, the managers
of our Club, and asked them who he should invite to play for young people at
the Kongresowa Hall. They wrote a list of all these bands, starting from The Animals, then The Hollies, they also mentioned The Beatles and The Rolling Stones. And
everyone they wrote down, came to Poland! Well, with the exception of the Beatles. So it was amazing that one small radio station could stir such a wave.”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“We tried to complement our musical knowledge. There was a weekly magazine ‘New
Musical Express’, which presented these charts. ‘NME’ was up to date with all the
news from the world of music. In order to get subsequent issues of the magazine you
had to have an uncle in the States, and I didn’t have luck like that because I had no
such uncle. There was also another source of information – there was a magazine for
teenage girls in Poland called ‘Girl’ and it generally had love stories (no sex back in
those days). I don’t think a single Polish girl actually had this magazine in her hands,
because we would stand in a crowd of ten guys – rock ‘n’ rollers – and immediately
take over all these mags because they had information about the world of music. Each
edition also had a poster of a band inside, which was priceless! So Radio Luxembourg
was a part of this musical revolution of the 60s, which was in place then and I think
this was a fantastic complement to our youth and our musical education.”
Marek Dutkiewicz, music journalist, author of lyrics
“I started listening to Radio Luxembourg because of the charts and ‘New Musical Express’ presented these charts. During the 60s I had a subscription for ‘New Musical
Express’. It came in the mail roughly every week because sometimes an edition got lost
or sometimes I got three together after two weeks, but I generally I regularly received
the ‘New Musical Express’.”
Witold Sikorski, lecturer, Warsaw Institute of Technology
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Kiosk 6: Parties at home
During the 1960s parties at homes were called “prywatki” (private parties). Music from records reigned
there because records which were very difficult to get.
Ownership of a record boosted the prestige of the
owner but it was also the source of constant worry
about the valuable possession. So-called ‘sound postcards’ were much safer. Postcards were the Polish
equivalent of foreign singles, produced by craftsmen
called “privateers” in the PRL. They were cheap, easily accessible and not particularly durable.
“Records were very expensive and someone who
owned a new recording or a new LP of Presley or Paul
Anka was invited to all parties, it was also an indication of status in a group, very high status. It was
enough to have one good LP in order to be invited
to all the parties. A party usually consisted of 10–12
people because one couldn’t squeeze more into an
apartment, youngsters tried hard not to have their
parents present and then there were record players, the most popular the ‘Bambino’, into which
you inserted a LP. Some people would bring alcohol
in the form of a cheap wine because you didn’t drink strong alcohol back then. After
some time the music would switch to slows, men would start kissing the girls, the
lights would be dimmed and when the parents came back home it was nearly completely dark, and then they chased everyone out home.”
Listener from Gdynia
“Owning a record, I could meet girls! I would come to the meetings at the club
‘about music with music’ and say: ‘I have a set of Beatles records, you wanna listen?
I seriously met one girl this way, she came over to listen to the Beatles records and
we’re still friends to this day. We met at Kaczkowski’s place, thanks to my records.
I also edited the school newspaper thanks to the records and did some presenting on the university radio, and we had what we called private parties.’’
Witold Sikorski lecturer, Warsaw Institute of Technology
“It was sometimes quite hazardous for records during the parties because you had to
take care of these hard-to-get records and if someone brought them to the party then
he had to guard them. So it was sometimes quite unrewarding.”
Marek Dutkiewicz, music journalist, author of lyrics
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“At the party the records were most important. Everyone brought whatever they
had. Sometimes we would re-record them and play music from a tape recorder because the vinyl got damaged. There were sound postcards too. Performers hated this
fact, especially the ones whose songs were sold on the sound postcards without their
permission because big money was made from them but they earned nothing from it.
However, sound postcards played a significant role in popularising this music
because they were easily accessible throughout Poland. Sound postcards were manufactured by so-called privateers hated by the communist government who fought constantly with them but human entrepreneurship cannot be beaten and sound postcards
were everywhere in Poland. However, for us it wasn’t an honour to bring a sound
postcard. It was actually quite ‘lame’.”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“We didn’t listen to the radio during parties. It was usually the sound postcards
which quickly appeared in markets, produced so that there was one song per postcard. Some recordings were better but others could only be played a few times.”
Listener from Warsaw
“Sound postcards were carriers of a sound of horrible quality recorded on plastic,
which covered a typical postcard or an image of a beautiful flower. In the middle there
was a hole and after placing [the postcard] on the record player plate, Elvis Presley
would hoarsely sing from the speaker. (...) If a privately manufactured record
showed the signs of wear and tear (after a dozen or so playbacks), the party could be
saved by placing a weight on the arm of the gramophone. Then the needle would
even more deeply etch the groove and an exhausted Elvis would once again start battling.”
Wojciech Mann, music journalist (RockMann 2010, p. 36)
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Kiosk 7: “Beautifully apolitical” radio
Individualism, foreign music, freedom – these slogans
are not automatically associated with the PRL. It might
seem that Radio Luxembourg was fought against by
the national apparatus of the PRL with all available
means. Nothing is further from the truth. The entertaining character of RL prevented it from being
banned. Music lovers weren’t threatened because
they themselves were not a threat.
“Radio Luxembourg was not illegal and was not
subject to jamming, (...) even though this music was
not in official circulation. ‘Radio Free Europe’ was illegal and ‘Voice of America’. (...) Today I would say
that Radio Luxembourg had the advantage of being
beautifully apolitical and completely non-partisan.”
Piotr Śmietanowski, editor of music magazines
“Radio Free Europe had a clear political component,
it was an attempt to counterweigh official propaganda. Radio Luxembourg did not stir any specific
resistance or protest against the authorities because it was a purely commercial radio and didn’t get involved in political chit-chat.
It just talked about music.”
Roman Gradek, listener from Warsaw
“There was no direct political message there. They simply presented music not experienced before by people listening to Polskie Radio and maybe this was a sort of indirect political message. It was a different music, not banned in any formal way but it
just didn’t exist in contemporary Poland. This was music from outside the Iron Curtain and inevitably when it reached us, maybe it wasn’t something banned but it definitely carried some freedom of expression. Freedom and something new, something
modern!”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“This radio was never connected with politics. Or perhaps it was with doing what
one wanted. With this loosening of pressing range of constraints which the party
authorities subjected us to”.
Marek Gaszyński, music journalist
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“Listening to this radio was never prohibited in a strict sense of the word. However it was a certain breach in the reality of the PRL. And if someone had this inner
need, he clung to it like bees in a hive. And I’ll tell you what’s most interesting, because
for a long time I was convinced that our excitement with it was a Polish specific characteristics caused by the Iron Curtain. Radio Luxembourg created an impression that
this music was universal throughout the world but this was not true. Because abroad
Radio Luxembourg also meant music for the young and rebellious. You couldn’t listen to this in the BBC or anywhere else so actually they were in a very similar situation.
Besides, I don’t know if you remember the movie ‘Dead Poets Society’, how they build
an antenna and listen to some radio on the roof? That’s when I realized they were listening to either Luxembourg or Radio Caroline.”
Jerzy Gluziński, listener from Warsaw
“I don’t think anyone thought of Radio Luxembourg in ideological categories.
They had music which Polskie Radio didn’t. What’s more, they had music which wasn’t even on English radio then. That’s why this was a radio that broadcasted in the
English language from Luxembourg because you couldn’t even broadcast this kind of
stuff from England back then.”
Andrzej Olechowski, economist, former Minister of Foreign Affairs
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Kiosk 8: Model for young radio presenters
The uniqueness of Radio Luxembourg was not only in
the music but also in the method of presenting it to
the listener. An entire generation of Polskie Radio and
TV presenters learned how to shape communication
from RL. Modern media, based on directness and exaggeration evolved in real time, between jingles and
the excitement of the presenter.
“This was a model for us! We listened to the Radio
Luxembourg presenters and this was amazing for us
because they spoke completely differently from the
presenters of Polskie Radio. That was the age when
the presenters of Polskie Radio – prior to presenting
live – trained their voice, modulated and spoke with
incredible solemnity. ‘This is Warsaw on Channel One
of the Polskie Radio’. And on the other hand I can
hear a guy – I can’t see him but I can hear – who is
basically jumping in his chair, screaming, being
enthusiastic, being extremely natural and so forth.
This was a big lesson for us. Back then we didn’t
know we would eventually work in the radio but this
definitely stayed in us somewhere. When I joined the
radio I knew that I couldn’t speak with a modulated voice, but had to do so normally.
They were a massive inspiration to us, massive indeed!”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“Until today I remember this amazing contrast of atmospheres on the radio! Today
if you tell a young person about this, they won’t understand. But Polskie Radio back
then was rigid, censored and recorded. There were practically no live broadcasts and
everything was pampered, cleaned, on a technically high level and ideologically on an
even higher one. Whereas on RL there was freedom and music played there at
a completely different pace! We still had echoes of those Russian Radio announcers,
proclaiming everything in a solemn fashion. And over there was a guy, talking away,
speeding it up and adapting his rhythm to the music he played, it was shocking!
Certain things were played live, which I admired even more!”
Wojciech Mann, music journalist
“A DJ imported from California, Mike Pasternak, known as ‘Emperor Rosko’ was the
star, (...) demonstrating a dynamic, American style of making the programme.” Then
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“came in the slightly crazy, fast paced DJs. For example Jimmy Savile, Sir James
Wilson Vincent Savile, a legend of British musical radio”.
Wojciech Mann, music journalist (RockMann 2010, p. 32, 33)
“Radio Luxembourg not only showed us new music, but also taught us, me and Witek
Pograniczny a different type of speech and presenting rock ‘n’ roll on the radio. And
those amazing DJs! My favourite was Barry Alldis! (Your DJ BA! Whether at home or
on highway, thanks for tuning my way!) Nearly every Sunday I listened to his ‘Top 20’
and on Saturdays to ‘Presenting Elvis Presley’. And the other DJs: Alan Freeman,
Brian Matthew, Jimmy Savile, David Jacobs, Sam Costa, Pete Muray, Jimmy
Young. A month ago I got The Hunters album. When their ‘Teen Scene’ was played
with from the Philips/Fontana record, I got goose bumps. Madness!”
Mirosław Desperak, music journalist, Częstochowa
“Radio Luxembourg had these so-called ‘jingles’, or audio interludes, which dynamised the way of talking and the pace of the broadcast. They sped it up. Mr. Lucjan Kydryński, who for us young guys, was a cultural model of talking about music. He
talked about Brenda Lee, French performers, told stories. But Radio Luxembourg
taught us an entirely different form of talking. Brief. No one wants to listen to
some intricate story if a guy named Claude François is having any thoughts, and this
is what Kydryński based his stories on. On the other hand back then you had to talk
about music. Radio Luxembourg taught us future presenters how to talk in a different
language, how to talk in a young language to young listeners, not like Mr. Kydryński
– elegant language to an elegant listener.”
Marek Gaszyński, music journalist
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Kiosk 9: Inspiration for Polish musicians

What youth is used to, age remembers… That’s how
we can summarize the impact of Radio Luxembourg
on Polish musicians of that generation. The Beatles in
Polish houses and apartments of the 60s were only
there because of RL. By absorbing new sounds they
learned a new method of expression, song construction, various intonations and arrangements. It is also
impossible not to mention the performance of the Polish band Niebiesko-Czarni in Radio Luxembourg in
1967. This was a huge and unforgettable event!
“Czerwono-Czarni, Niebiesko-Czarni, Dzikusy, Chochoły – all these Warsaw bands, also Cracovian band
Szwagry, many bands from the Tricity, Poznań, Kolno,
everybody says that in fact they became infected
with rock ‘n’ roll from Radio Luxembourg.”
Marek Gaszyński, music journalist
“I remember talking as a journalist with the late Bogusław Wyrobek who was the first Polish rock ‘n’
roller and he made clear his inspiration came from
Radio Luxembourg. One of the first musical formations
was called the ‘Luxembourg combo’, so-called of course because these were the
songs they listened to and learned to play and sing from. They frequently sang in a kind
of ‘language’, which was onomatopoeic, but nonetheless they sang and we went to
the concerts. (...) Later on the ‘big beat’ bands started emerging, also a weird
name. The name was made up by Franek Walicki so that the authorities didn’t get
nervous about rock and roll being present in Poland because rock ‘n’ roll was a wellknown imperialist invention and hostile culture, Franek came up with the term ‘hard
beat music’ or the big beat. And these ‘hard beat’ bands and Franek Walicki who
created them all, which is also amazing, were all modelled on the bands playing
on Radio Luxembourg. And they often played like them or very often they played
cover music.”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“Radio Luxembourg took up a large chunk of my youth and directed something which
I accepted for a long time. It resulted in my subsequent interest in classical music not
the other way around. But on the one hand it was something that gave me a huge margin of freedom. Of course later on the band was in the backyard, we played and sang
the Animals. The funniest thing was that the guitars were hooked up to the same
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radio from which we listened to Radio Luxembourg through a record player input
because there was no such thing as an amplifier back then in Poland.”
Jerzy Gluziński, listener from Warsaw
“We were guests of the famous ‘Station of the Stars’ of Radio Luxembourg as the first
rock band from behind the Iron Curtain. On the night of 31st October/1st November
1967 Colin Nicol – the English presenter who was very popular at the time and influential – made an interview with the band [on air], illustrated by songs. (...) so
Niebiesko-Czarni [Blue-Black] were the first Polish band hosted on Radio Luxembourg.”
Franciszek Walicki, band creator and lyric writer (Szukaj, burz, buduj 1995, p. 145)
“Franek Walicki with Niebiesko-Czarni went to Luxembourg and they performed
live on Radio Luxembourg. They had an interview and played their songs (...) These
were the years when you had to please the authorities a bit so they wouldn’t be so critical of this music, so a slogan was made up: ‘Polish youths sing Polish songs’, and in
order not to do just the covers but something of your own, the band started to reach
for folk music. (...) We, the listeners hated it. We thought this was some compromise
towards satisfying the authorities and so on. We didn’t respect these songs at all. But
when they went to Luxembourg, I don’t remember the name of the DJ but that’s what
he liked best! It was funny that he considered it to be original and not just a copy of
foreign music.”
Maria Szabłowska, music journalist
“The news that our ‘Station of the Stars’ would host Wojciech Korda along with
the band Niebiesko-Czarni stirred millions of Polish listeners in October 1967.
The very popular presenter Colin Nicol informed us that the band would be the first to
be invited from behind the Iron Curtain, but couldn’t have realized how significant this
was for us, here on the eastern side of it. Just like everyone in Poland I was very moved
when I heard ‘Płynie Wisła, płynie’ (Flow, Vistula, Flow) being performed by NiebieskoCzarni on the Luxembourg radio station.”
Prof. Tadeusz Cegielski,
Dean of the Faculty of History of the University of Warsaw

“There is one event you might not have heard of. Did you hear about Niemen being
on Radio Luxembourg? I heard it live! I remember hearing it live on air!”
Jerzy Gluziński, listener from Warsaw
The residents of Luxembourg underestimated the popularity of Radio Luxembourg in
the countries behind the Iron Curtain: ‘For me the strangest thing was that the majority
of people from Luxembourg had no idea what a gift Radio Luxembourg was for
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Eastern Europe. They didn’t even know that this was their radio! They were extremely surprised that to the Poles from the generation of the 50s, 60s and 70s their
first connotation with Luxembourg was Radio Luxembourg.”
Barbara Labuda, Polish Ambassador to Luxembourg (2005–2010)

Summary:
School, home, work – rock‘n’roll, private party, concert. This is the conclusion that
emerges from the memories of listening to RL. Where the grey reality of PRL ended
the colourful world of RL began. A window onto the world, one that let in a breeze of
freshness and modernity - this is how our respondents remember it. Escaping everyday life and experiencing something inaccessible created an aura of exceptionality and
exclusivity, as well as a kind of intimacy, since receiving RL required the listener to be
in constant contact with his detuned radio set. Looking at this phenomenon from
today’s perspective it is impossible to miss the parallels between the past and the present, the kind of universality of young communities focussing on music. They all need
a channel of communication and their own area and space where they can develop as
a peer group with all of their upheavals and passions that come with it. Radio Luxembourg was exactly this space and channel. Today it is the Internet. What will it be
tomorrow?
Anna Malewska-Szalygin PhD, Jacek Żukowski M.A.,
University of Warsaw,
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6. RTL – YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMOROW
RTL Group can look back on a more than 80 years rich
history, a period during which the company has
grown and expanded from a private radio station to
become the leading European entertainment network,
establishing families of radio stations and TV channels in several European countries. Besides of being
Europe’s number 1 in TV and radio broadcasting, RTL
Group is also a global leader in content production.
These achievements were marked by constant technological and content innovations, as well as a certain boldness that made the company appear as
a trendsetter in the media landscape. The history of
RTL is marked by its international orientation that always went hand in hand with the care to keep
a strong proximity to the public through its channels.
RTL Group – the leading European entertainment
network
With 45 television channels and 29 radio stations
in nine countries, RTL Group is the leading European
entertainment network. The Luxembourg-based company operates TV channels and
radio stations in Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Spain, Russia, Hungary and Croatia. It is one of the world’s leading producers of television content such as talent and game shows, drama, daily soaps and telenovelas, including
Idols, Got Talent, The X Factor, Good Times Bad Times and Family Feud.
The Luxembourgish roots of the company reach back to 1924, the year when radio enthusiast François Anen started regular broadcasting from his attic. This station operated
in 1925 under the name “Association Radio Luxembourg”. Anen was part of the SLER
which obtained the exclusive licence for radio broadcasting in 1930 and was turned in
1931 in a new company named Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Radiodiffusion (CLR)
whose shareholders were mainly French. Using the most powerful transmitter in Europe, the CLR started in 1933 broadcasting a unique programme in several languages
using the same frequency. Radio Luxembourg established soon as the leading commercial station in Europe. In the fifties “The Station of the Stars” set the trends and became most popular. In 1955 the company, renamed CLT (Compagnie Luxembourgeoise
de Télédiffusion) the year before, entered a new era by starting its TV activities which
expanded during the eighties.
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RTL Group itself was created in spring 2000 following the merger of Luxembourg-based
CLT-UFA and the British content production company Pearson TV, owned by UK media
group Pearson PLC. CLT-UFA itself was created in 1997 when the shareholders of UFA
(Bertelsmann AG) and the historic CLT (Audiofina) merged their TV, radio and TV production businesses.
Bertelsmann AG has been the majority shareholder of RTL Group since July 2001, currently holding a 92.3 per cent interest in the Group. The remaining 7.7 per cent of RTL
Group is publicly traded on the Brussels and Luxembourg stock exchanges.
The business units
Television: RTL Group is Europe’s largest broadcaster. Each day, millions of viewers all
over Europe watch RTL Group’s television channels, which include the families of channels clustered around the flagships RTL Television in Germany, M6 in France, RTL 4 in
the Netherlands and RTL-TVI in Belgium. The company also has broadcasting operations in Hungary (RTL Klub plus seven cable channels), Croatia (RTL Televizija, RTL 2)
and has interests in Grupo Antena 3 in Spain and National Media Group in Russia.
Content: RTL Group’s content production arm, FremantleMedia, is one of the largest international producers outside the US. Each year it produces 9,200 hours of award-winning prime time programming across 58 countries. RTL Group is also one of the world’s
leading independent distributors outside the US, selling rights to more than 20,000
hours of programming in 150 countries worldwide.
Radio: RTL Group’s radio stations reach millions of listeners each day. The company’s
flagship radio station is RTL in France, and it also owns or has interests in stations in
Germany (104.6 RTL, Antenne Bayern), Belgium (Bel RTL, Radio Contact), Spain (Onda
Cero, Europa FM) and Luxembourg (RTL Radio Lëtzebuerg).
Group strategy
RTL Group’s strategy pursues two main goals: one is the ongoing, further optimisation
of its core business of major TV and radio stations, the other is to advance the Group’s
growth.
Further optimisation of the core business
In the years ahead, high audience shares will continue to form the basis of RTL Group’s
success. So the building and extension of families of channels remains an important
task in responding to increasing audience fragmentation in a digital, multi-channel
world. The Group has already built up strong families of channels in Western Europe,
all of which are either number one or two in their respective markets. These activities
were enhanced with the addition of a number of digital channels with clearly defined
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profiles. They include W9 in France, RTL Lounge and RTL Crime in the Netherlands, RTL
2 in Croatia and Passion, RTL Crime and RTL Living in Germany. In 2011, RTL Group acquired a portfolio of seven Hungarian cable channels plus a further 33 per cent shareholding in the country’s number one channel, RTL Klub. This acquisition brings RTL
Group’s shareholding in RTL Klub to 100 per cent, and provides the ideal platform on
which to build a complementary family of channels, and to safeguard market leadership in Hungary.
Optimising the core business also includes measures to keep spot prices in the TV advertising markets stable, an even closer and more flexible cooperation with advertising clients, and the development of innovative forms of advertising in addition to the
classic 30-second commercial.
Developing future growth
One focus of the growth strategy is a significant increase in non-advertising revenue
by establishing a second revenue stream, expanding in content production and diversification businesses.
RTL Group’s aim is to receive a fair revenue share for its brands and programmes from
the major distribution platforms – cable network operators, satellite companies and Internet TV providers – in the future, for new services such as high-definition TV channels, on-demand platforms and digital pay channels, and eventually the signal of the
major free-TV channels, which form the basis of the platform operators’ business.
Content production arm Fremantle Media also plays a key role in strengthening RTL
Group’s non-advertising revenue streams, and the company wants to grow the business significantly across all markets. Content is vital for today’s broadcasting industry,
and growth prospects are promising as ‘can’t afford to miss’ content becomes ever
more valuable in the digital age. New distribution platforms – online, mobile, linear and
on-demand – need exciting content to gain viewers, subscribers and advertising clients.
Finally, RTL Group will continue to work on diversifying its businesses, for example by
leveraging its own brands – as in the mobile communications cooperation between M6
and Orange – through live events such as The American Idol Experience in Walt Disney World Resort Florida, casual games tying in to TV formats like Family Feud, and
through e-commerce and rights trading.
The second strategic focus reflects the strong growth in non-linear TV viewing. RTL
Group channels have quickly succeeded in establishing their own on-demand platforms with catch-up TV services. Examples include RTL Now in Germany, M6 Replay in
France, RTL XL in the Netherlands and RTL Most in Hungary. Steep growth rates show
that audiences appreciate the service: whenever they miss an episode or show, they
can watch it for free on the Internet.
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The usage data to date makes another point clear: broadcasters’ established format
brands such as Deutschland sucht den Superstar (Idols), X Factor or Un dîner presque
parfait (Come Dine With Me) are driving the on-demand experience. In the on-demand
world, providers with the strongest content and shows benefit the most – and these
are and will remain the major TV channels.
Developing a profitable business model from this growing viewer demand will be one
of the most important tasks for RTL Group in the years ahead. The company’s strategic goal is to be present wherever viewers look for its programmes.
Geographical expansion in high-growth regions also remains on RTL Group’s agenda.
With participations in nine countries, the company already has a well-balanced portfolio. Not least against the backdrop of this strong presence on the European TV markets, RTL Group is careful with its investment decisions. If, however, the company
identifies a target that will help implement its strategy and create value for the Group,
then the management team will pursue it.

After more than 80 years on air, RTL Group today is stronger than ever – as Europe’s
biggest entertainment network, with hundreds of millions of viewers and listeners,
and a rock solid financial position. Looking forward for more!
RTL Group
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7. The transformation of Luxembourg into
an ICT hub
As a multilingual place at the crossroads of French and
German speaking cultures, Luxembourg was a pioneer in shaping the European media landscape. Radio
broadcasting rights were released to the private sector in the 1930s, at a time when broadcast media was
still publicly owned. The same happened to television
broadcasting rights in the 1950s, when once again
Luxembourg was the first European country to release
those rights to a private company and thus paving the
way for the creation of Europe’s leading media company, RTL Group. Today, RTL Group is Europe’s leading broadcaster involved in over 45 European TV and
radio channels.
Luxembourg’s media activities even extend to outer
space. In 1985, the government passed on rights to
the use of the orbital positions for satellite transmission and awarded a commercial franchise to SES, the
Société Européenne de Satellites. SES is today the
world’s leading satellite operator, reaching 99% of
the world population.
Those pioneering companies led the way to the development of a vibrant Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector in Luxembourg including digital content distribution, electronic data archiving and
management and e-commerce.
As numerous businesses have set themselves up in Luxembourg around the two pillars RTL and SES, taking advantage of the skills and the first-class telecommunication
networks, Luxembourg’s current success as an ICT hub today directly derives from its
long-lasting expertise and reputation in the media and telecommunication sectors.
Companies such as Amazon.com, iTunes, ebay, PayPal, Vodafone, Rakuten, Skype and
many more have now chosen Luxembourg as a platform to access worldwide markets.
The Luxembourg government is actively supporting this promising development of Luxembourg into an ICT hub.
A number of significant initiatives, both government-backed and private, have been implemented since 2005 including local telecom networks, international fibre networks,
Wi-Fi connectivity, Tier III and IV data centres, satellite broadcasting facilities and business continuity centres. ICT investments in Luxembourg have been facilitated by laying dark fiber internally across Luxembourg and making it widely available to operators,
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integrators and hosting companies. Luxembourg is not only physically situated at the
heart of Europe, but also “digitally” as it is linked to all the major European hubs
through a network of redundant fiber optics which guarantee reliable connectivity at
very high speed with all major centres in Europe. The government’s strategy for the
next generation Internet networks foresees an ambitious roll out of “ultra-high” broadband all over the country, bringing between 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps to the population
by 2013. The fruit of these initiatives is that, today, Luxembourg is internationally recognized for its state-of-the-art infrastructures with abundant bandwidth, high-end and
modern data centers and the lowest latency rates in Europe.
The Luxembourg Government also provides a business-friendly legal framework for
ICT activities.Luxembourg was, for instance, the first country to adopt a fully-fledged
regulatory framework for e-commerce. Luxembourg was also the first European country with a national Public key Infrastructure, providing online certification both for
e-government applications and for the private sector (e-banking, e-commerce, etc).
Luxembourg’s recent innovative legal IP regime also makes it an attractive IP destination, offering an investor-friendly legal environment for domain name portfolio management.
With its extraordinary historic background, its commitment to innovation, its comprehensive legal system and its powerful ICT infrastructures, it comes as no surprise that
Luxembourg was officially declared the second most developed ICT nation by the International Telecommunication Union in 2010 and that the web of competences of all
the media and ICT companies now headquartered in Luxembourg bodes well for Luxembourg’s future economic development as a centre of excellence for media, ICT and
data processing activities.

(Service des Médias et de la Communication
du Gouvernement du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg)

Further reading:
www.investinluxembourg.lu/ict
http://www.ictcluster.lu/
http://www.mediacom.public.lu/
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS:
Białostocki:

Jan Białostocki (1921-1988). Famous Polish scholar of Renaissance and Baroque art history, Director of the Warsaw Museum of Fine Arts.

Carmen:

Cigarette brand in Communist Poland.

Chochoły:

Polish band.

Czerwono-Czarni:

The ‘Red-Black Ones’ – a Polish band.

Dzikusy:

Polish band.

Guliwer:

A transistor radio brand in Communist Poland.

Korda:

Wojciech Korda, singer for Niebiesko-Czarni.

LP:

Long-playing microgroove vinyl record.

Niebiesko-Czarni:

The Blue-Black Ones – popular Polish band in the years 1962
to 1976. Highly unusual for a band coming from a Communist country this band gave concerts in France and in the
United States and also occasionally appeared on Western
radio and TV.

New Musical Express:

The ‘New Musical Express’, popularly known by its initials
‘NME’, is a music publication in the United Kingdom, published weekly since 1952. It started as a music newspaper
and is nowadays published as a magazine.

Niemen:

Czesław Niemen (1939–2004), real name Czesław Juliusz
Wydrzycki, was one of the most important and original Polish singer-songwriters and rock balladeers, singing mainly in
Polish.

Pagart:

State-run artistic agency in Communist Poland.

PFC:

‘Pops Fun Club’ – a Warsaw based fan club of foreign popular music in Communist Poland.

PRL:

Polish: Polska Rzeczpospolita Ludowa (People’s Republic of
Poland – PRP) – the official name of Communist Poland from
1952 to 1990.

prywatka:

Private party at home (especially during the 1960s and 70s
in Communist Poland).

Radio Caroline:

English radio station founded in 1964 and considered a pirate
radio station.
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Radiostacja Harcerska:

Radio station in communist Poland operating under the aegis
of the Polish Boy Scout-Federation. It was the only Polish
radio not directly run by the Communist state.

RP:

Rzeczpospolita Polska – Republic of Poland: Poland’s offficial
name today.

RL:

Radio Luxembourg.

RTL:

Radio Télévision Luxembourg.

Sound postcard:

Polish: pocztówki dżwiękowe. Single-play, rectangular,
cheaply-produced plastic records made in Poland during the
1960s and 70s by individuals which could be sent by mail
and were often used as mediums for unauthorized copying
and distributing Western pop music. The designs on the front
of sound postcards ranged from primitive to very beautiful.
Today, Polish sound postcards are collectors items.

Tricity:

Tricity (Polish: Trójmiasto) – urban area consisting of the three
neighbouring Polish cities Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot located
on the Baltic Sea.

Walicki:

Franciszek (Franek) Walicki, Polish music journalist.

Wyrobek:

Bogusław Wyrobek (1937–1997) – one of the first Polish
Rock´n´Roll singers starting his career in 1958.
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